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ABSTRACT

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and time re-
solved fluorescence (TRF) spectroscopy were com-
bined to quantitatively describe the conformational
landscape of the DNA primary binding sequence
(PBS) of the HIV-1 genome, a short hairpin targeted
by retroviral nucleocapsid proteins implicated in
the viral reverse transcription. Three 2-aminopurine
(2AP) labeled PBS constructs were studied. For each
variant, the complete distribution of fluorescence
lifetimes covering 5 orders of magnitude in timescale
was measured and the populations of conformers
experimentally observed to undergo static quench-
ing were quantified. A binary quantification permit-
ted the comparison of populations from experimen-
tal lifetime amplitudes to populations of aromatically
stacked 2AP conformers obtained from simulation.
Both populations agreed well, supporting the general
assumption that quenching of 2AP fluorescence re-
sults from pi-stacking interactions with neighboring
nucleobases and demonstrating the success of the
proposed methodology for the combined analysis of
TRF and MD data. Cluster analysis of the latter further
identified predominant conformations that were con-
sistent with the fluorescence decay times and ampli-
tudes, providing a structure-based rationalization for

the wide range of fluorescence lifetimes. Finally, the
simulations provided evidence of local structural per-
turbations induced by 2AP. The approach presented
is a general tool to investigate fine structural het-
erogeneity in nucleic acid and nucleoprotein assem-
blies.

INTRODUCTION

Nucleic acid hairpins can occur when two regions of a
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) or RNA form a helix that
ends in a loop with unpaired or non-Watson–Crick-paired
nucleotides. RNA hairpins regulate functions as varied as
RNA translation, assistance of RNA folding and protection
of mRNA from degradation (1), while DNA hairpins play
essential roles in replication initiation and viral reverse tran-
scription (2,3). To accomplish their functions, nucleic acid
hairpins have to adapt to a wide range of interactions and
often undergo multistep conformational rearrangements in-
cluding global bending or twisting of helical domains and
local rearrangements in base-pairing or stacking (4,5). This
high flexibility, coupled to the various temporal regimes of
hairpin dynamics, makes the study of their functional mech-
anism a challenging task.

Time-resolved fluorescence (TRF) spectroscopy has long
been used to study the structural heterogeneity and dynam-
ics of fluorescently-labeled biomolecules including DNA.
In particular, 2-aminopurine (2AP), see Scheme 1A, a flu-
orescent analogue of adenine, has been employed to probe
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Scheme 1. (A) 2-aminopurine (2AP) and (B) �(-)PBS.

DNA structure at the single nucleic acid level, to report, e.g.
on nucleotide and protein binding reactions (6–10), confor-
mations of looped-out bulge DNA duplexes (11), dynam-
ics of DNA hairpins (12) or ‘breathing’ motion in ssDNA–
dsDNA junctions (13). In fluorescently-labeled biopoly-
mers, distributions of excited state (i.e. fluorescence) life-
times are commonly observed due to interactions of the
fluorophore excited state with its local environment. Dif-
ferent environments in distinct conformers result in differ-
ent fluorescence decay times, and the relative amplitudes
associated with these decay times are related to the rela-
tive populations of the corresponding conformers. In the
case of 2AP, the isolated fluorophore in solution has a mo-
noexponential excited-state decay with a lifetime of 10 ns
(14,15), whereas upon incorporation in dinucleotides, ss-
DNA or dsDNA sequences, 2AP shows a dramatic fluores-
cence quenching characterized by a distribution of excited-
state lifetimes spanning from the subpico- to nanosecond
time scales (12,14–23). The quenching of 2AP fluorescence
has long been suggested (14,15,20,21,24,25) to result from
pi-stacking interactions with neighboring nucleobases and
the broad range of observed times scales suggests a diver-
sity of local geometrical arrangements of 2AP with respect
to nearby nucleotides.

Retrieving more detailed structural information from
TRF data requires the characterization of the structural
and energetic landscape of the system under study. Molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulations allow extensive configura-
tional sampling of biomolecules at the atomic level. They
have been largely employed to interpret TRF anisotropy
decay kinetics underlying local molecular motions of Trp
in proteins (26–30). In one study, simple geometric mea-
sures were developed enabling a coarse-grained analysis
of conformation-dependent fluorescence decay times of
Trp/dye complexes (31). To elucidate molecular geometries
involved in fluorescence quenching of these complexes, Va-
iana et al. (31) analyzed TRF data to categorize the sys-
tem into two sub-populations, either fluorescent or non-
fluorescent and then used MD simulations to introduce
a threshold distance ‘above which no quenching occurs’.
They showed that analysis at this binary level was suffi-
cient to define a reasonably accurate ‘quenching distance’
for these systems.

Fewer studies, however, have combined MD and fluo-
rescence spectroscopy for the interpretation of fluorescence
decay kinetics of 2AP in nucleic acids. Early attempts to
rationalize fluorescence decay measurements by MD were
realized by Nordlund et al. on a 2AP-labeled dsDNA de-
camer (20). To interpret TRF data, Hall et al. used stochas-
tic molecular dynamics simulations of native RNA to char-
acterize the motions that a 2AP-substituted RNA hairpin
loop might undergo (32). The detailed calculation of fluo-
rescence decay times associated to various 2AP-labeled con-
formers would ideally require high-level quantum mechan-
ical calculations of the 2AP excited state in each of the in-
teraction geometries of the fluorophore with neighboring
nucleobases in these conformers. However, the prediction of
fluorophore excited state lifetimes in a given fixed biomolec-
ular environment remains currently out-of-reach; current
electronic structure calculations are limited to 2AP in dinu-
cleotides (21,25,33,34) or small water clusters (35).

In the present work, we have developed a binary-level ap-
proach for the direct comparison of TRF and MD data in
order to characterize the conformational heterogeneity of
a DNA hairpin. �P(-)PBS is a segment of (-)PBS, the pri-
mary binding sequence of the HIV-1 genome. During the
reverse transcription of the viral RNA, (-)PBS undergoes
structural rearrangements chaperoned by the nucleocapsid
protein 7 (NCp7) that enable its annealing to its comple-
mentary (+)PBS sequence and the processing of proviral
DNA (18,36). The �P(-)PBS segment with 2AP incorpo-
rated at three different positions of the stem loop was pre-
viously studied by TRF spectroscopy at different time reso-
lutions by Gelot et al. and Godet et al., respectively (17,18).
Taking the results of these experiments together, time scales
from <1 ps to ∼8 ns were observed, suggesting a high de-
gree of structural heterogeneity of the �P(-)PBS loop.

To obtain better insight into the structural heterogene-
ity of the �P(-)PBS loop suggested by the TRF studies, we
implemented a general protocol to directly confront results
from MD simulations to TRF data. The 2AP-labeled �P(-
)PBS segments were re-examined experimentally by com-
bining new streak camera TRF spectroscopy data with the
previously determined femtosecond data. This permitted
the reconstruction of the fluorescence decay kinetics over
5 and 4 decades of time scales and signal amplitude, respec-
tively. Femtosecond fluorescence anisotropy decay mea-
surements were performed to determine the shortest time
scale of local diffusional motion, which was subsequently
used as an objective criterion to distinguish between static
or dynamic quenching. The interpretation of these exper-
imental results relied on explicit-solvent MD simulations
of the same 2AP variant-�P(-)PBS constructs and the de-
velopment of a quantitative approach for geometry char-
acterization. Working under the general assumption that
2AP undergoes fluorescence quenching when stacked with
other nucleobases, we defined two simple geometric mea-
sures that characterize the relative position of 2AP with re-
spect to other nucleotides and used them to analyze the re-
sults of MD simulations. Threshold values of these metrics,
which defined whether 2AP was stacked or not, were cal-
culated from a set of reference geometries obtained from
a MD simulation of double-stranded DNA at equilibrium.
Despite the binary nature of the above criteria for analyz-
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ing experimental and computational data, we demonstrate
a nearly quantitative mapping between the population of
conformers undergoing static quenching (TRF results) and
the populations of conformers in which 2AP is stacked with
at least one nearby nucleotide (MD results). This approach
is designed to be a general method that enables the quan-
titative comparison between MD simulations and experi-
mental TRF studies of 2AP-substituted DNA, and has sev-
eral implications. First, strong support is given to the gen-
erally accepted, although largely unsubstantiated, assump-
tion that static 2AP quenching in DNA occurs essentially
upon stacking interactions with neighboring nucleotides.
Then, the unprecedented level of comparison and agree-
ment between TRF data and MD simulations achieved here
strongly supports the general validity and accuracy of the
MD simulations, which were in turn exploited for a more
detailed structural analysis. Atomic-level structural infor-
mation pertaining to the conformational heterogeneity of
�P(-)PBS was obtained from the MD simulations through
a detailed cluster analysis. Finally, comparing the MD sim-
ulations of native and labeled hairpins allowed us to extrap-
olate the conclusions supported by the TRF data to the na-
tive �P(-)PBS.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy

The 2AP chromophore was substituted at positions 6, 8
or 10 (Scheme 1B) of �P(-)PBS. The three DNA hair-
pin variants were purchased from IBA GmbH and dis-
solved as received in water buffered at pH = 7.5 with 50
mM HEPES. The approach described here relies on results
from two time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy experi-
ments performed using two different experimental set-ups
(see experimental details in the Supplementary Data). The
first set-up is a home-made femtosecond fluorescence spec-
trometer described elsewhere (17,37) which achieves a time-
resolution as low as 300 fs by implementing a weakly effi-
cient, non-linear, optical frequency conversion of the fluo-
rescence emission (37). The second setup is a streak camera
(C10627 streak tube from Hamamatsu Photonics) which af-
fords a time resolution of 6 ps at best, but is instead much
more sensitive and is therefore better suited to record the
weak, ns-lived tail of the fluorescence decay.

For each labeled oligonucleotide, the population decay
kinetics were measured with the streak camera and ap-
pended to the femtosecond decay kinetics previously re-
ported (17) according to the procedure described in Sup-
plementary Figure S1. Accurate fluorescence decay kinetics
can thus be reconstructed over 5 decades of time scales and
4 decades of signal amplitude. The quantitative analysis of
the reconstructed traces was performed with the Maximum
Entropy Method (MEM) (38) using a home-made Matlab
routine based on the work of Esposito et al. (39), with very
good agreement with previous independent analyses of fem-
tosecond (17) and picosecond (18) data. Here, the MEM
yielded a least-biased Laplace transform of the entire exper-
imental decay curves, that is the fully-resolved distribution
of 2AP fluorescence lifetimes characterizing the distribution
of oligonucleotide structures in solution and their dynamics
on the sub-10 ns time-scale.

In addition, for each labeled oligonucleotide, as well as
for free 2AP in solution, we used the femtosecond set-up to
measure the fluorescence anisotropy decay kinetics, which
revealed the time scales over which thermal motion of the
2AP fluorophores occur in the solvated oligonucleotides.
The anisotropy decay kinetics were analyzed by perform-
ing the simultaneous (global), multiexponential fitting of
the three traces recorded at the magic angle, perpendicu-
lar and parallel polarization directions, as described in the
Supplementary Data.

Molecular dynamics simulations

Six different NMR-based structures of the �P(-)PBS were
used for the computational study. Two structures were con-
structed from the 18-nucleotide (-)PBS DNA structure de-
termined by Johnson et al. (40) (PDBID: 1EN1, structures 1
and 16) by deleting the 3′-GCCA overhang, and four struc-
tures were taken from the �P(-)PBS structures determined
by Bourbigot et al. (41) (structures 5, 6, 9 and 10). These
six models differ noticeably by the position of the base T8,
which is stacked with G7 and/or with T9 and points toward
the stem in structures of Bourbigot et al., while in the two
structures taken from the work of Johnson et al., T8 is not
involved in any stacking. Also, base C10 has various ori-
entations in the different structures; it is stacked with G11
in models 6 and 10 from Bourbigot et al., while it is non-
stacked and less buried inside the loop for the other struc-
tures. These multiple structures were chosen as initial start-
ing points in order to force an increased coverage of con-
formational space. Although NMR structure families them-
selves are unlikely to define a complete ensemble of struc-
tures, they are likely to represent more probable structures.

To position the 2AP in the initial structures, common
heavy atom positions were retained from the experimental
structures and the remaining heavy atoms were placed us-
ing the tools present in the CHARMM program (42). The
CHARMM all-atom nucleic acid force field CHARMM27
(43) was used for all calculations. The topology and param-
eters for the 2AP moiety were constructed based on similar-
ity to groups and parameters existing in the CHARMM27
all-atom nucleic acid force field (43) and were optimized
by quantum mechanical calculations. The parameters are
given in Supplementary Data. An initial energy mini-
mization consisting of 1000 steps using the Steepest De-
scent method followed by 1000 steps of the Adapted Ba-
sis Newton–Raphson minimization method was realized in
order to eliminate strong steric contacts prior to system sol-
vation. The details of the simulations are given in the Sup-
plementary Data.

For each of the above-noted NMR structures, three con-
structs having 2AP in positions 6, 8 and 10, were built, see
Scheme 1B. The sequences of the native and substituted
�P(-)PBS studied here are given in Table 1. From here on
we refer to these variants as PBS6, PBS8 and PBS10, re-
spectively. For each of the three �P(-)PBS variants and the
native system, a set of eight 50ns simulations were done.
Each individual simulation was started from one of the six
above-noted NMR structures. For two of the simulations
in each set, an experimental structure was used twice, but
with different initial conditions. The correspondence be-
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Table 1. Sequences of the native and substituted �P(-)PBS (positions 6, 8
and 10)

native PBS ss(G T C C C T G T T C G G G C)
PBS6 ss(G T C C C 2AP G T T C G G G C)
PBS8 ss(G T C C C T G 2AP T C G G G C)
PBS10 ss(G T C C C T G T T 2AP G G G C)

tween the starting NMR structure and the placement of the
trajectory segment is shown in Table S2 in Supplementary
Data. The eight trajectories thus obtained for a given vari-
ant were sequentially appended to yield a single 400ns cu-
mulated trajectory that was used for the analysis of each
native and �P(-)PBS variant. We choose to carry out mul-
tiple 50 ns simulations using multiple starting structures and
initial conditions rather than a single longer trajectory be-
cause it has been shown in numerous cases that such an
approach provides a more effective sampling of conforma-
tional space (44–46). To further validate this, we compared
the conformational distribution obtained by the procedure
of running multiple short simulations to that obtained from
a single long 400 ns simulation of native �P(-)PBS. The re-
sults, given in Supplementary Data, indeed show that the
approach of multiple short simulations as done here pro-
vides a more extensive exploration of conformational space
than that of a single long trajectory of �P(-)PBS.

Analysis of MD runs

The analyses were performed on all substituted and native
�P(-)PBS constructs. Given the expected role of stacking
interactions in 2AP fluorescence quenching, we character-
ized the conformations sampled during the MD simulations
in terms of aromatic stacking of 2AP with nearby bases.
Spatial arrangement of base steps in a nucleic acid helix are
commonly described using parameters such as Tilt, Roll,
Twist angles and Shift, Slide and Rise translations (47). In
other studies that analyzed base stacking, different metrics
have been used including distance criteria between atoms or
between geometric center of bases (48–50) sometimes com-
bined with angles and overlap criteria (51) or energy criteria
(52). Here, we have defined two simple geometric criteria, (i)
the distance dcom

i,j between the centers of mass of the aro-
matic rings of two bases i and j (for purines, both the pyrim-
idine and imidazole rings are considered) and (ii) the angle
between vectors normal to the aromatic ring planes θ i,j. We
computed the distribution of distances dcom

i,j and angles θ i,j
between 2AP (native base) and nearby nucleobases in each
labeled (and native) �P(-)PBS construct.

To establish threshold values of these metrics that distin-
guish between stacked and unstacked geometries, we com-
puted the distribution of these distances and angles occur-
ing between adjacent, stacked bases in an ensemble of 5000
structures originating from a 10 ns MD simulation of 13-bp
double-stranded DNA ds(GCTGCAAACGTCG) (PDBID
2KUZ, (53)). The same MD protocol as described above
was used for this simulation. In the calculation of the dis-
tance and angle metrics, the nucleobases at the strand ex-
tremities were disregarded in order to avoid skewing the re-
sults due to fraying. This distribution (see Results) was used

Figure 1. Excited state population decay (A) and the corresponding distri-
butions of fluorescence decay times obtained by maximum entropy fitting
method (MEM) analysis (B) for PBS6 (black), PBS8 (blue), and PBS10
(red). The dashed curve in (A) is a monoexponential decay curve with
time constant 10.2 ns to simulate the fluorescence kinetics of free 2AP.
The vertical dashed line in (B) represents the frontier of ∼90 ps in time
scales between dynamic and static quenching, as determined by fluores-
cence anisotropy decay measurements (see text).

as a criterion to define the subset of conformations in which
2AP is stacked with neighboring bases.

To further quantify the structural heterogeneity within
the DNA hairpin loop, a cluster analysis was done focus-
ing on three distinct segments of trinucleotides that in-
cluded 2AP and its first adjacent neighbors. For PBS6 and
PBS8, the trinucleotide segments were, respectively, T5–
2AP6(T6)-G7 and G7–2AP8(T8)-T9, with the native base
indicated in parentheses. For PBS10, the trinucleotide seg-
ment 2AP10(C10)-G11-G12 was used as it gave a more de-
scriptive clustering of 2AP10 conformers. For each of the
2AP-labeled and native constructs, the cluster analysis was
performed on 40 000 structures extracted at a time interval
of 10 ps from the entire 400 ns cumulated trajectory using
the MMTSB tool set (54). More details about the cluster
analysis are given in Supplementary Data.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fluorescence decay measurements

For the three 2AP labeled compounds, the fluorescence
population decay kinetics resolved from the 300-fs time
scale to the 50 ns time scale and the corresponding distri-
butions of fluorescence lifetimes are displayed in Figure 1A
and B, respectively (see Materials and Methods and Supple-
mentary Data). These distributions span over as many as 5
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orders of magnitudes from sub-ps to several ns. We note that
over all time scales, the distributions are significantly differ-
ent depending on whether �P(-)PBS is labeled in position
6, 8 or 10, indicating significantly distinct, site-specific, 2AP
local environments. This is particularly true over the sub 50
ps time range, which remains essentially inaccessible by con-
ventional time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC)
experiments, thus justifying the need for femtosecond time
resolution.

Extracting detailed, quantitative structural information
from the distributions of fluorescence lifetime displayed in
Figure 1B is a major challenge. Even at a qualitative level,
structural interpretation is uncertain because the quenching
mechanism itself is not clear. While a photo-induced charge
transfer has been proposed to occur mostly to nearest neigh-
bor guanines or next neighbor guanines via efficient charge
transport along stacked nucleobases (22,55,56), other inves-
tigations point to a quenching of 2AP due to internal con-
version to a long-lived dark state (25,34) induced by aro-
matic stacking interaction and possibly mediated by hydro-
gen bonding with the quencher. The mechanism of charge
transfer to guanines alone appears to be insufficient to ratio-
nalize the TRF investigations of 2AP-labeled hairpins (12).
In addition, multiexponential fluorescence decay kinetics
are observed having significant or major contributions from
sub-40 ps fluorescence lifetimes (21) in dinucleotides incor-
porating 2AP with any nucleobase, indicating that interac-
tion with any base can yield static quenching.

The quantitative structural interpretation of the observed
fluorescence (i.e. excited state) lifetimes is beyond the scope
of this work. Focus will instead be on the corresponding
amplitudes, which are related to the relative populations
of distinct conformers. In order to compare with the re-
sults of the MD simulations, we analyzed the distributions
displayed in Figure 1B to discriminate between static ver-
sus dynamic quenching, irrespective of the nature of the
quenching mechanism. In order to define a precise crite-
rion for this discrimination, it is most relevant to measure
the fluorescence anisotropy decay kinetics, which give ac-
cess to the typical time scales for 2AP motions inside the
DNA hairpins (14). We therefore performed complemen-
tary anisotropy decay experiments with femtosecond time
resolution. They revealed that the shortest anisotropy de-
cay time scale for all three oligonucleotides is 90 ± 30 ps
(see details in Supplementary Data). The relatively poor ac-
curacy of this result is because, on this time scale, the flu-
orescence signal has already dropped strongly, as does the
signal-to-noise ratio. Compared to the time scale for rota-
tional diffusion of free 2AP or free 2AP-riboside in water,
which are respectively 27 ± 2 ps (see Supplementary Data)
or 80 ps (15), we conclude that the shortest time scale for
fluorescence anisotropy decay must be associated to local,
confined, diffusional motion of 2AP within the DNA hair-
pins.

Each of the fluorescence lifetimes appearing in the dis-
tributions displayed in Figure 1B correspond to an excited
state decay rate k = k0 + kQ, where k0 is the decay rate
observed for isolated 2AP in water (1/k0 = 10 ns), and
kQ is a quenching decay rate controlled by the interac-
tions of the chromophore with its environment. Fluores-
cence lifetimes (k−1) that are longer than the time scales of

local intramolecular motions are to be assigned to dynamic
quenching. Dynamic quenching is a process in which local
motions of 2AP and neighboring nucleobases gate their in-
teractions and hence the quenching (kQ) of the 2AP excited
state (12). In particular, the longest decay times, in the range
of 6 to 8 ns, likely correspond to conformers where such
gating motions occur at a typical rate of kQ = k − k0 =
0.025 to 0.07 ns−1, meaning that 2AP can remain exposed
to water and distant from neighboring nucleobases on time
scales kQ

−1 longer than 10 ns, possibly approaching 50 ns.
Interestingly, no structures showing solvent exposed bases
are present in the available families of NMR structure of
(-)PBS. Conversely, all fluorescence lifetimes that are signif-
icantly shorter than local nucleobase motions must char-
acterize conformers where the ground state structure (i.e.
before photon absorption) is already favorable for excited
state quenching. In these cases, quenching occurs soon after
light excitation and before any significant motion of either
interacting partners. We attribute these shorter fluorescence
lifetimes to static quenching. We note here that the usual
definition of static quenching refers to such ground state
conformers but with the additional property that they re-
main ‘unobserved’ in TRF experiments (15,57). However,
the proportion of ‘unobserved’ conformers obviously de-
pends on the experimental time resolution. In fact, large
proportions of labeled-PBS conformers appeared dark in
a 100-ps time-resolved experiment (18), while essentially all
are observed at femtosecond resolution (17). Therefore, we
adopt here a definition of static quenching that does not de-
pend on the experimental time resolution, but discriminates
conformers by comparing their fluorescence lifetimes to the
time scale of local motions. In order to provide quantita-
tive proportions of conformers undergoing static versus dy-
namic quenching, we further propose to use the fastest flu-
orescence anisotropy decay time (90 fs in the present case)
as a natural cut-off between the corresponding fluorescence
lifetimes.

With the above definition, and irrespective of the nature
of the quenching mechanism, we can deduce the relative
population of conformers in which 2AP undergoes static
quenching by integrating the lifetime distributions from 0
to the cut-off time scale of 90 ps (dashed line in Figure 1B).
These structures represent 68%, 73% and 94% of the en-
tire population of PBS6, PBS8 and PBS10, respectively. In
such a binary analysis, although the criterion to discrimi-
nate static versus dynamic quenching is conceptually pre-
cisely defined, the exact cut-off value that determines the
above percentages remains somewhat arbitrary. Reducing
the cut-off value by a factor of 2 modifies these proportions
by less than 5%, which is indicative of the uncertainty level
of these proportions.

Molecular dynamics simulations

Binary analysis of aromatic stacking. Of interest was the
definition of threshold values of the geometric metrics de-
fined above in order to distinguish structures with 2AP in
stacked versus non-stacked geometries, in line with the ‘bi-
nary’ interpretation of short and long experimental fluores-
cence lifetimes in terms of static versus dynamic quench-
ing. To define these threshold values, the distribution of dis-
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Figure 2. 2D density map of the relative distance dcom
i,j, and angle θ i,j

between adjacent bases in the reference simulation for dsDNA (see text).
Level 1.0 of the density scale corresponds to the maximal density.

tances dcom
i,j and angles θ i,j between adjacent nucleobases,

were computed from the MD simulation of a 13 bp dsDNA
fragment and displayed as a probability density map, see
Figure 2. From the contours of the distribution, we con-
cluded that in dsDNA, a structure substantially less flexi-
ble than, e.g., loops in DNA hairpins, 100% of the pairwise
stacking geometries are characterized by distances dcom

i,j <
5.5 Å and relative angles θ i,j < 50◦. These values were the
same whether the dsDNA was B-form (PBDID: 2KUZ) or
A-form (model calculations not presented here).

The same probability density plots were calculated from
the MD simulations of the 2AP substituted PBS constructs
and shown for the dyads 2AP6-G7, 2AP8-G7, 2AP10-G11
and 2AP10-T9 in Figure 3. In each of these cases, the struc-
tural heterogeneity of the dyads is much broader than that
of a typical stacked base pair in dsDNA, with dcom

i,j dis-
tances reaching values up to 14 Å. If we use the combined
values dcom

i,j < 5.5 Å and θ i,j < 50◦ derived from the simu-
lations of the dsDNA as criteria for aromatic base stacking,
subsets of structures where 2AP is aromatically stacked with
nearby nucleobases are significantly populated, and likely
correspond to structures where static quenching is expected.
These subsets are highlighted in red dotted rectangles in
Figure 3 and reveal, for instance, that dyads formed by 2AP
and guanine only, i.e. 2AP6-G7, G7–2AP8 and 2AP10-G11,
adopt pairwise stacking in 28%, 27% and 61% of the en-
tire populations of PBS6, PBS8 and PBS10, respectively.
More generally, when quantifying the percentage of confor-
mations exhibiting such pairwise stacking of 2AP with any
nucleobase, aromatic stacking of 2AP is predicted to occur
in ∼60%, 50% or 70% of the structures when incorporated
in positions 6, 8 or 10, respectively, see Table 2.

Given the binary level of description of (i) the 2AP flu-
orescence lifetimes in terms of ‘static’ versus ‘dynamic’
quenching, and of (ii) the MD simulation results in terms
of ‘stacking’ or ‘non stacking’ using a simple description
of stacking geometries, the computational results correlate
remarkably well with the proportion of conformers deter-

Figure 3. 2D density map of the relative distance dcom
i,j and angle θ i,j be-

tween 2AP6 and G7 in PBS6, 2AP10 and G11 in PBS10, 2AP8 and G7 in
PBS8 and 2AP10 and T9 in PBS10. The density scale is normalized using
the maximal density of the 2D plot in Figure 2. The red rectangles enclose
the region dcom

i,j < 5.5 Å and θ i,j < 50◦, defining B-form type stacking, (see
Figure 2). For the dyads 2AP6-G7, 2AP8-G7, 2AP10-G11 and 2AP10-T9,
these regions correspond to 28%, 27%, 61% and 7% of the entire popula-
tion of PBS6, PBS8 and PBS10, respectively (see Table 2).

mined experimentally to undergo static quenching. This
high level of correlation provides strong evidence for the oc-
currence of static quenching of 2AP in a range of aromati-
cally stacked geometries in flexible hairpins. In an attempt
to discuss possible refinements in the comparison between
experimental and computational results, we raised the ques-
tion as to why the absolute values calculated from the simu-
lations systematically appear 10 to ∼20% lower than those
estimated by the TRF studies in the three hairpins. In ad-
dition to the simplified nature of our analysis, experimental
relative uncertainties on fast versus slow fluorescence com-
ponents arise from the procedure of appending fs and streak
camera data, which is estimated to be around 3% (discussed
in the Supplementary Data) and from the choice for the cut-
off value, which is estimated to be of about 5% (discussed
in Experimental Results). Other factors to consider include
the general difficulty in achieving a full sampling of the con-
formational space by MD simulations, which are by neces-
sity, finite and may lead to a biased estimate of certain pop-
ulations. To check the influence of the trajectory time length
on the populations of stacked conformers, we have extended
each of the eight individual trajectories of PBS8 from 50 to
100 ns and calculated the percentages of pairwise stacking
on this 8 × 100 ns concatenated trajectory. The percentages
obtained are in the same range as the ones obtained for the
8 × 50 ns cumulated trajectory (see Supplementary Table
S4).

In addition, we tested whether the criteria for base-
stacking geometries were too strict and whether modula-
tion of these parameters could allow a better match with
the experimental percentages. Using expanded criteria for
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Table 2. Percentage of conformers among the 40 000 MD structures exhibiting various pairwise stacking in PBS6, PBS8, PBS10 and native �P(-)PBS
systems involving T6 or 2AP6 (left column), T8 or 2AP8 (middle column) and C10 or 2AP10 (right column)

PBS6 Native PBS8 Native PBS10 Native

T6(2AP6)/C5 51% 64% T8(2AP8)/T6 4% <1% C10(2-AP10)/T6 12% 6%
T6(2AP6)/G7 28% 50% T8(2AP8)/G7 27% 39% C10(2AP10)/G7 6% 1%
T6(2AP6)/T8 3% <1% T8(2AP8)/T9 12% 30% C10(2AP10)/T8 4% 8%
T6(2AP6)/T9 6% <1% T8(2AP8)/C10 12% 8% C10(2-AP10)/T9 7% 6%
T6(2AP6)/C10 6% 6% T8(2AP8)/G11 2% 0% C10(2AP10)/G11 61% 64%
Total 58% 79% Total 47% 48% Total 69% 68%

2AP10, e.g. pairwise stacking distance and angle of dcom
i,j <

6 Å and θ i,j < 60◦, respectively, increased the 2AP10 stacked
population by only 5%, keeping it still at least 15% lower
than the population of static quenching estimated by TRF
for 2AP10. Also, for the stacking pairs 2AP6-G7, 2AP8-
G7 and 2AP10-G11, the respective pairwise density maps
show a relatively clear cut-off between pairwise stacking
and non-stacked geometries (Figure 3). On the contrary,
there is no such clear cut-off in the stacking probability
maps for 2AP10 with T9 or G7, or for 2AP8 with T6 (Fig-
ure 3 and Supplementary Figure S5), thus suggesting that
the binary discrimination analysis may be less appropriate
for these two. Finally, we focused here on quantifying aro-
matic stacking only, but interactions of 2AP other than aro-
matic stacking, e.g. hydrogen bonding, may also contribute
to static quenching (25,35,58).

The accurate reproduction of experimentally derived
populations from MD simulations remains a challenge
since it requires that the empirical force fields be able to ac-
count for subtle differences in absolute free energies. For ex-
ample, the difference between the experiment (94%) and the
calculated populations (70%) of 2AP stacked conformers in
PBS10 in which 2AP may undergo static quenching corre-
sponds to a difference of only 0.3 kT. While a more com-
plete fundamental understanding of 2AP quenching mech-
anisms and its geometry dependence would help to refine
the assignment of static quenching to more precisely de-
fined geometries, this is not within the scope of the present
work. The significance, however, of the correlation between
the TRF and MD percentages is strongly reinforced by the
fact that it is observed across the three hairpin systems,
even though they exhibit different structural and dynami-
cal properties in the vicinity of 2AP, as will be documented
below. This validates the use of the above base stacking cri-
teria for the identification of the 2AP conformers amenable
to static quenching in substituted �P(-)PBS. It also gives
strong confidence in the validity of the conformational sam-
pling achieved in the MD simulations, thus prompting the
more refined conformational analysis shown hereafter.

Cluster analysis. To further investigate the structural het-
erogeneity of both substituted and native �P(-)PBS sam-
pled in the MD simulations, an RMSD-based cluster anal-
ysis (see Materials and Methods) was carried out for all PBS
constructs. Time series for cluster occupation, 2AP solvent
accessible surface area (SASA), the pairwise stacking inter-
actions for the cumulated 400 ns simulations, and a rep-
resentation of conformation with the smallest RMSD to
the cluster centroid are presented in Figures 4–6 for PBS6,
PBS8 and PBS10, respectively, and in Supplementary Fig-

Figure 4. Distribution along the PBS6 cumulated 400-ns trajectory of (A)
the 2AP6 SASA (B) the 2AP6 pairwise stacking occurrences and (C) the
eight clusters obtained for PBS6 from the analysis of the C5–2AP6-G7
region. The vertical lines separate the eight 50-ns individual trajectories.
(B) Each line represents the time-series of 2AP6 pairwise stacking occur-
rence with one base (5 = C5, 7 = G7, 8 = T8, 9 = T9) according to the
criteria dcom

i,j < 5.5 Å and θ i,j < 50◦C) Each color represents a particu-
lar cluster. (D) Schematic representation of PBS6 conformations with the
smallest RMSD to the centroid for three of the eight clusters (see other
clusters in Supplementary Data, Supplementary Figure S7). The color of
the frames corresponds to the color of each cluster in (C). The 2AP6 base
is represented in black.

ures S8, S11 and S13 for native �P(-)PBS. In this analy-
sis, we will make reference to a particular cluster by the
color of frame surrounding its representative conformation;
this color specification is also used in the cluster time series
shown in Figures 4–6, and in Supplementary Data.

We also use this information to discuss, for each labeled
site, whether the substitution of 2AP affects the prevalent
conformers by systematically comparing the clusters ob-
tained for the substituted and native �P(-)PBS. We com-
pare the clustered conformers to the motifs present in the
NMR structures (see Supplementary Table S2 and Supple-
mentary Figure S6). Finally, we address convergence issues
of the simulation and the influence of the NMR structures
used to start the simulations on the obtained clusters.

The cluster analysis of the PBS6 trajectories focused on
the C5–2AP6-G7 sequence region and identified eight clus-
ters, see Figure 4. Representative structures of the three
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most populated clusters are shown in Figure 4D. The time
series for cluster occupation shows that not all clusters are
present in all trajectories, indicating that the trajectories do
not all cover completely the same conformational space.
This was expected as most trajectories are started from
different structures, but nevertheless, there is a significant
amount of overlap suggesting that the trajectories converge
toward predominant motifs. The most populated cluster
represents 31% of the entire population and can be popu-
lated over long times (e.g. 50 ns in the 50–100 ns segment
of the trajectory, Figure 4C). This cluster represents struc-
tures that exhibit a C5–2AP6-G7 stacking triad oriented to-
ward the interior of the DNA loop with low water expo-
sure (SASA < 100 Å2, Figure 4A). The average C5–2AP6-
G7 stacking geometry values are dcom

2AP6-C5 = 4.0 ± 0.5 Å,
θ2AP6-C5 = 16 ± 11◦ and dcom

2AP6-G7 = 4.7 ± 1.2 Å, θ2AP6-G7
= 24 ± 17◦. Two other clusters (blue in Figure 4 and yellow
in Supplementary Figure S7) account for 21% of the popu-
lation and display 2AP6-C5 stacking dyads inside the loop.
Given the well-formed stacking geometries, 2AP likely un-
dergoes static quenching in these structures. Interestingly,
C5–2AP6-G7 stacking can occur within a simulation, even
though such conformations are not present in the starting
structure used for the simulation. Such geometries are, how-
ever, present in other members of the NMR structure fam-
ily not used in this study. In about 23% of the conform-
ers, 2AP6 can also form short-living pairwise stacking with
G7, T8 or T9, that are moderately exposed to the solvent
(<150 Å2) and that can be oriented toward the exterior of
the loop (see clusters brown, violet and green, Supplemen-
tary Figure S7). Finally, 25% of the population corresponds
to conformers in which 2AP is non-stacked and highly ex-
posed to the solvent (SASA > 150 Å2), such as in the red
and grey clusters in Figures 4D and Supplementary Figure
S7, respectively. These latter water-exposed conformers can
be populated over tens of nanoseconds, as it is the case be-
tween 380 and 400 ns (Figure 4A) and likely account for the
fluorescent species undergoing dynamic quenching (Figure
1B) estimated to occur in ∼20% of the conformations (see
Supplementary Table S1).

Cluster analysis of the C5-T6-G7 region of the native
�P(-)PBS gives a distribution of six clusters (Supplemen-
tary Figure S8) similar to that observed for the PBS6, with
prevailing C5-T6-G7 stacking triad and C5-T6 stacking
dyad. However, the percentage of C5-T6 and T6-G7 stack-
ing dyads is predicted to be higher for the native �P(-)PBS
than for PBS6 (see Table 2). Referring to Supplementary
Figure S9 panel A, which shows stacking time series from
the PBS6 trajectories, we see that the C5–2AP6 stacking
dyad is more stable when T8 is unstacked or stacked out-
side the loop as in trajectories 0–180 ns. In native �P(-
)PBS (Supplementary Figure S9 panel B) instead, the T6-
C5 stacking is more independent of the T8 pairwise stack-
ing. Together, these results suggest that the replacement of
T6 by 2AP creates a steric conflict within the loop affecting
2AP6 stacking. This is likely due to the larger size of the 2AP
(purine) as compared to the native thymine (pyrimidine) in
position 6.

For PBS8, the cluster analysis focused on the G7–2AP8-
T9 region and yielded seven clusters with no particular pre-
vailing cluster. 2AP8 predominantly stacks with G7 (see

Figure 5. Distribution along the PBS8 cumulated 400-ns trajectory. See the
legend of Figure 4 for details. Three out of seven clusters are displayed here
(see the others in Supplementary Data, Supplementary Figure S10).

Figure 5B and Table 2) and the 2AP8-G7 dyad is either
oriented inside the loop with additional stacking with T9
(17%), or outside the loop (14%), see green and yellow clus-
ters, respectively in Figure 5D. The 2AP8-G7 stacking in-
teraction can be very stable, as it can remain over several
tens of ns as in the segment 300–350 ns (Figure 5C), but
it can also disrupt spontaneously, as seen in segments 150–
300 ns. In addition, 48% of the structures display shorter-
lived stacking dyads of 2AP8 with T6 or C10 (red, blue,
brown and grey clusters in Supplementary Figure S10).
These are mostly oriented outside the loop and prone to
disruption. Altogether, we suggest that these dyad confor-
mations are representative of those where 2AP undergoes
static quenching. Even though the fluorescence decay kinet-
ics and proportions of conformers undergoing fluorescence
static quenching are nearly the same for PBS6 and PBS8, the
MD simulations reveal significant differences in the struc-
tural characteristics between these two systems. For PBS6,
in a majority of conformers 2AP is stacked with C5 and ad-
ditional stacking with G7 is often observed yielding the C5–
2AP6-G7 triad. Instead, in PBS8, 2AP is located in a more
flexible region of the loop and tends to favor dyad stacking
mostly with G7, but also with second neighbors T6 or C10.
The larger spread of structural parameters for 2AP8 may
rationalize the different decay time histograms observed in
Figure 1B for PBS 6 and 8 in the sub-100 ps range. As ob-
served for PBS6, 21% of the structures are clustered around
an orientation where 2AP is highly solvent exposed and suf-
ficiently long-lived to correspond to the population of struc-
tures with long decay times (see Figure 5, black cluster).

Cluster analysis of the G7-T8-T9 region in the native
�P(-)PBS (Supplementary Figure S11) yields similar re-
sults, highlighting the T8-G7 stacked dyad and the G7-T8-
T9 triad, but with the difference that the G7-T8-T9 triad is
mostly oriented outside the loop (e.g. black cluster in Sup-
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plementary Figure S11) and appears more stable than in
PBS8 (as seen by comparing the simultaneous occurrence of
stacking with G7 and T9 in Figure 5B and Supplementary
Figure S11B). In addition, more transitions between stack-
ing partners and more stacking with second neighbors are
observed for 2AP8 than T8. Together, this indicates that the
introduction of 2AP in position 8 may slightly perturb the
organization of the loop. Moreover, in both the native �P(-
)PBS and PBS8, the clusters obtained from the simulations
seem to depend strongly on the initial structure. Nearly all
structures from Bourbigot et al. display stacking of T8 with
T9 and/or G7, in contrast to the structures from Johnson et
al., which show no such stacking (see Supplementary Fig-
ure S6). In the present simulations, the G7-T8(2AP8)-T9
triad is only observed in simulations using structures from
Bourbigot et al. (segments between 150–400 ns trajectories,
Figure 5b and Supplementary Figure S11B). Importantly,
in trajectories started with structures from Johnson et al.
(segments 0–150 ns), T8(2AP8) does not maintain any si-
multaneous stacking with G7 and T9. The transition be-
tween stacked and unstacked conformations of T8(2AP8)
would require the reorganization of three highly dynamic
bases located in the middle of the loop (see RMSF, Sup-
plementary Figure S4). Even though the spontaneous for-
mation of the G7-T8 stacked dyad is seen in the simulation
of native �P(-)PBS (segment 100–150 ns trajectory, Supple-
mentary Figure S11B), the 50 ns trajectory length is prob-
ably too short to allow the complete reorganization of all
three bases. This is especially true considering that the simu-
lations were started from experimental structures of flexible
loops with large conformational uncertainty, as is the case
here given the significant differences between the structures
of Bourbigot et al. and Johnson et al. for the T8 region.
This could also contribute to the lower percentage of stack-
ing obtained for this region compared to the proportion of
static quenching observed in TRF experiments. Indeed, the
difficulty arising from high flexibility is reinforced by the
lack of the NMR experimental structures that fully repre-
sent the conformational ensemble of viable structures. As
these structures are used as starting geometries, a confor-
mational bias is imposed on the MD simulations and the
populated clusters may correlate with the initial structure.
This suggests that the two NMR studies describe structures
that belong to two different energy basins separated by a
sufficiently high energy barrier.

For PBS10, the TRF studies estimated that 94% of the
species undergo static quenching, the highest percentage of
all three variants. A very significant proportion of these
conformers undergo a particularly efficient fluorescence
quenching on a sub-ps time scale that is not observed in
other variants. This very fast component is indicative of
an enhanced electronic coupling between 2AP in position
10 and its nearby quencher. Concordantly, the simulations
predict that a majority (∼70%) of the conformations impli-
cate 2AP in a stacking geometry with another nucleobase,
and most particularly with G11. Interestingly, however, in
the NMR structures of Johnson et al., C10 rarely forms
any stacked geometries with G11, while in the structures
of Bourbigot et al. the stacking of C10 with G11 occurs in
about half the structures (5 out of 11, see Supplementary
Figure S6).

Figure 6. Distribution along the PBS10 cumulated 400-ns trajectory. See
the legend of Figure 4 for details. Two out of five clusters are displayed here
(see the others in the Supplementary Data, Supplementary Figure S12).

As done above, cluster analysis of the 400-ns cumulated
trajectory of PBS10 focused on the 2AP10-G11-G12 region
and the cumulated results are displayed in Figure 6. In total,
five clusters were identified. Up to 65% of the entire pop-
ulation is represented by a single cluster in which 2AP10
stacks with the G11-G12-G13 stacked triad of the stem.
This particular triad remains structured as such through-
out all simulations, see Figure 6. The 2AP10-G11-G12-G13
stacked tetrad is oriented toward the interior of the helix-
loop with 2AP essentially unexposed to solvent (SASA <
60 Å2, Figure 6A). Within the tetrad, 2AP10 stacks with
G11 with mean values of dcom

2AP10-G11 = 4.2 ± 0.7 Å and
θ2AP10-G11 = 17 ± 13◦. Importantly, the stacking of 2AP10
with the G11-G12-G13 triad forms spontaneously in trajec-
tories that were started from NMR structures where it was
initially absent, e.g. in segments 0–50, 100–150 and 200–250
ns, which were started from structures taken from both the
Johnson et al. and Bourbigot et al. families (see Supplemen-
tary Table S2). Moreover, PBS10 explored conformations of
the stacked tetrad (Cluster 1) over very long periods of time
during which only rare excursions to other clusters were ob-
served, (e.g. in the 100–150 ns segment). This indicates that
the stacked tetrad formed by nucleobases 2AP10-G11-G12-
G13 is a motif that is significantly more stable and unique
when compared to all other clusters, including those formed
in the PBS6 and PBS8 constructs. We therefore propose that
this tetrad motif could provide a structural explanation for
the ultra-short lifetime observed in the TRF experiments.
The effects of multiple stacked guanines on the excited-state
lifetimes of 2AP would be of interest to explore, but it does
not fall within the scope of the present work.

Other clusters from the PBS10 simulations accounting
for ∼23% of the population include conformations in which
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2AP10 is oriented toward the exterior of the loop, but forms
shorter-lived stacking motifs with T8 or G7 (clusters red,
blue and yellow, Supplementary Figure S12). In these clus-
ters, 2AP is pairwise stacked, but with geometric measures
that slightly surpass those of the aromatic-stacking crite-
rion (see, e.g. 2-AP10-T9 stacking geometries, Figure 3). It
is likely that in such conformations, 2AP also undergoes
static quenching. Finally, conformations where 2AP10 is
not pairwise stacked and is highly exposed to the solvent
with a mean SASA near the value of isolated 2AP in solu-
tion (205 ± 31 Å2) account for 12% of the population, see
Figure 6A and D. Such conformations are populated over
nanoseconds and are assigned to the longest fluorescence
lifetimes.

The clustering analysis of the C10-G11-G12 region for
the native �P(-)PBS gives similar results as for PBS10 (Sup-
plementary Figure S13). The C10-G11-G12-G13 stacked
tetrad motif is found in 75% of the structures, while in the
remaining structures, C10 is found outside the loop and al-
ternatively fully exposed to solvent or stacked with neigh-
boring bases of the loop, mainly T8. Interestingly, the larger
number of clusters identified for PBS10 (5 clusters) as com-
pared to native �P(-)PBS (2 clusters for position 10) indi-
cates a larger structural heterogeneity for the 2AP10-G11-
G12 segment, thus again suggesting a possible destabilizing
effect of 2AP in position 10, as also observed for positions
6 and 8 and as previously reported for position 7 (59).

CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a combined MD/TRF approach to in-
vestigate the conformational heterogeneity of a DNA hair-
pin. The methodology introduced precise, objective criteria
to enable the direct quantitative comparison of conformer
populations obtained from MD simulations and lifetime
amplitudes resulting from TRF spectroscopy experiments.
In both experiments and MD simulations, the �P(-)PBS
hairpin from the HIV-1 genome was studied, although the
approach developed is not limited to this particular system.
Three variants of this hairpin were examined, where 2AP
was substituted in positions 6, 8 or 10 of the loop sequence.
TRF spectroscopy studies were done covering a wide range
of time scales and MD analysis was used to provide an
atomistic representation in order to rationalize the distri-
butions of excited-state lifetimes observed in the three vari-
ants.

By analyzing the relative distances and angles between
stacked residues in a molecular dynamics simulation of
double-stranded DNA, we defined geometric criteria to
quantify the population of structures in which 2AP is in aro-
matic stacking interaction with other bases. Without any
further hypothesis on the physical mechanisms responsi-
ble for the 2AP excited state quenching, this coarse-grained
structural criterion allowed us to demonstrate that the pro-
portion of conformers in which 2AP is in a pairwise stacked
geometry correlates very well with the proportion of con-
formers undergoing static fluorescence quenching. The lat-
ter proportion was accurately determined from TRF spec-
troscopy by introducing a quantitative criterion to discrim-
inate static versus dynamic quenching, namely the shortest

time scale for local motions as determined by femtosecond
fluorescence anisotropy decay measurements.

While it is broadly accepted that static quenching should
be assigned to aromatic stacking of 2AP with other nu-
cleobases, the only supportive factual argument that we
are aware of is that equilibrium association constants of
2AP deoxyriboside with nucleosides in solution lie ‘within
the range’ of expected values for base stacking (15). This
present work provides further evidence that static quench-
ing is mostly observed in conformers where 2AP is engaged
in pairwise stacking with nearby nucleobases. Conversely,
unstacked conformers likely undergo dynamic quenching
with fluorescence lifetimes up to the ns time range, indicat-
ing that, on these time scales, structural dynamics gate the
quenching process by limiting the transition of unstacked
and largely water exposed excited-state 2AP to stacked con-
formations. We additionally showed that 2AP slightly alters
the hairpin organization since (i) the populations of struc-
tures where the base in position 6 is stacked is larger by
∼25% in native �P(-)PBS as compared to PBS6 (see Ta-
ble 2), and (ii) incorporation of 2AP in position 8 and 10
enhances structural heterogeneity. This is an important re-
sult that is in line with previous demonstrations of 2-AP-
induced structural changes (53,59).

While the general trends in population were in excellent
agreement between the TRF experiments and the MD sim-
ulations, the latter approach estimated lower populations
of conformers in which 2AP is in aromatic stacking inter-
action as compared to the experimental estimates of pop-
ulations undergoing static quenching. Despite the coarse-
grained level of experimental and computational data anal-
ysis, the systematic difference is likely significant and could
arise from several sources. In the absence of detailed quan-
tum mechanical calculations, questions remain as to what
degree the statically-quenched 2AP geometries can devi-
ate from ideal pairwise stacking. Another factor could be
that convergence in the conformational sampling was not
achieved and longer simulations would be required to fur-
ther refine the population estimates. To fully explore the
configurational space of this hairpin region would require
longer simulation times and/or alternative sampling meth-
ods such as replica exchange (60), accelerated dynamics
(61) or metadynamics simulations (62). While these meth-
ods may improve sampling, one also loses information on
time and the longevity of particular conformers, important
properties for the interpretation of time-resolved TRF data.

After closely inspecting and taking into account the rel-
evance and limitations of the TRF investigation of 2AP-
labeled oligonucleotides, of the MD simulations and of
the NMR structure investigation of (-)PBS, a precise and
quantitative description of the structural heterogeneity of
the native �P(-)PBS can be summarized as follows. Mo-
tifs that are significantly populated in the loop region of
the �P(-)PBS hairpin are stacked triads such as C5-T6-G7
and G7-T8-T9. The latter triad can be oriented either in-
side or outside the loop. Other motifs with significant pop-
ulations are dyads that include G7-T8 and T8-T9, C5-T6
and T6-G7. Interestingly, the latter dyad presents an orien-
tation that is found in the NMR structures of the NCp7-
(native)PBS complex (41). According to that work, G7 is
oriented outside the loop and stacks with Trp37 of NCp7.
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In this orientation, the T6-G7 dyad may correspond to a
pre-organized arrangement that promotes NCp7 binding.
In general, the structural heterogeneity around T8 is larger
due to increased flexibility. For the C10 region, a largely
dominant conformer corresponds to a unique, and very sta-
ble stacked tetrad, C10-G11-G12-G13 that may represent
the structural motif responsible for the ultra-short lifetime
observed for 2AP in this position, suggesting that multiple
stacked guanines can contribute to ultra-fast (i.e. sub-ps,
hence static) quenching. In all investigated positions, a sig-
nificant percentage of conformers show the nucleobase be-
ing extensively exposed to solvent, in good agreement with
the proportion of long fluorescence lifetimes observed ex-
perimentally.

From such a combined study, we have been able to ex-
tract detailed and quantitative information concerning the
ensemble of structures populated by a DNA hairpin, pro-
viding new insights into the local structural dynamics of a
physiologically important loop region of the (-)PBS of the
HIV-1 genome that were only indirectly hinted upon in the
two independent NMR studies. The method we proposed
here for the combined analysis of TRF and MD simulation
data is simple in its principle and it can be generalized to
infer quantitative proportions of conformers of other flexi-
ble 2AP-labeled nucleic structures and their complexes. The
approach can also be extended to evaluate the impact that
protein binding might have on the conformational ensem-
ble, as well as to evaluate the role of DNA sequence on pro-
tein recognition.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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